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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Rafael Umpiérez Peñate has contributed to the dictionary with 22 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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amanuenzes
A notary clerk. He writes by hand

ambiotico
Both ears

andar a la cordobana
Walking in balls. Naked.

barca antillana
canoes, rafts, or pirguas

barrancada
Lot water, with overflows that runs through a ravine, in rainy weather.

bases, doctrina
instruction that leads to being human to the condition of learned and maximum freedom. It is different from the training,
to be submissive and animal attack.

cholenito
Young American Indian meztizo

conceptos sociologia
You can use the termino:epistemologia, gnoseology, humnanidades, Existentialism, or even mystical Kabbalah
according to contexts.

degrafilar
Degrafilar. Polishing the edges of coins

emorescente
Amorecer. sustantivación: amorescente: be the cattle in heat

fogonazos
spark, Flash trigger

gaskon
aquitanian-French Basque

jeremy
weeper. weeping, lloraduelos, guevon



oii
OIE-French goose, goose. The closest thing. Suggestion. To facilitate the information must indicate the origin of the
word.

ornito
the Greek ornis, ornithos, bird

porfusion
By fusion. Induction welding. Welding.

que es hiperbole
Put an accent and go to hyperbole. rae, and add synonyms.

reborujo
In the Canary Islands, I reborujo, reburujo, reburujon: means tangle, tangled, or ferrite products, a rope, a Hay etec
manaojo

restrictiba
that delimnita, are marginalized or discriminated against

roleta
Roulette. Roller

tabefe
Tabefe! and no cottage cheese. Whey liquid, with a bit of cottage cheese on the bottom which is called " lie down "

triagio
Triagio - can be an antidote or poison derived from the Heath speedwell


